• Conclusion • Discussion
Previous approaches (1)
• [1964 Cerny] 2-n • [1966 Starke] n³/2-3/2 n²+n+1 • [1970 Kohavi] n(n-1)²/2 • [1978 Pin] 7/27 n³ -17/18 n² + 17/6 n -3 • [1982 Frankl (Pin) ] (n³-n)/6 -Does not look at the graph, but enumerates subsets -Greedy -The best so far! (n³ -n)/6 Cerny's conjecture (1964): If a graph is synchronizing, then it admits a synchronizing sequence of length at most (n-1) 2 .
Known upper bounds on the shortest synchronizing word: n Previous approaches (2)
• Particular cases • The cat is hidden somewhere on a colored graph, and the mouse must pick up a node where to take him • Before to do that, the mouse may impose the cat to follow a particular sequence of colors of length t •
The cat wants to minimize the probability to get caught A simple game • Definition: The synchronizing probability function k(t) of the automaton is the smallest probability the cat can ensure to get caught, whatever strategy (of length t) the mouse chooses • The cat's strategy must be probabilistic (i.e. a probability function on the nodes) 1 2
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A simple game
The synchronizing probability function k(t) of the automaton is the smallest probability the cat can ensure to get caught, whatever strategy (of length t) the mouse chooses • The cat's strategy must be probabilistic (i.e. a probability function on the nodes) 1 2
• Note that in general, the mouse's policy might be probabilistic as well A simple game
The automaton has a synchronizing word of length t if and only if k(t)=1
• Thus Cerny's conjecture is:
• The problem he has to solve is an LP (Linear Program)!
• Definition: The synchronizing probability function k(t) of the automaton is the smallest probability the cat can ensure to get caught, whatever strategy (of length t) the mouse chooses 
